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If you ever doubt that chemistry is still a everything from the air on spaceships to
creative endeavor, just look at zeolites. This the contaminated water around the nuclear
family of porous minerals was ﬁrst discov- reactors destroyed earlier this year in Fukuered in 1756. They’re formed from different shima, Japan.
arrangements of aluminum, silicon, and oxyZeolites have their limitations, though.
gen atoms that crystallize into holey struc- Their pores are almost universally tiny, maktures pocked with a perfect arrangement ing it tough to use them as catalysts for large
of pores. Over the past 250
years, 40 natural zeolites have
been discovered, and chemists
have chipped in roughly 150
more synthetic versions.
This abundance isn’t
just for show. Three million
tons of zeolites are produced
every year for use in laundry detergents, cat litter, and
many other products. But
zeolites really strut their stuff
in two uses: as catalysts and
molecular sieves. Oil refin- Assembly required. Porous zeolite crystals are widely used as ﬁlters
eries use zeolite catalysts and catalysts. This year, researchers found new ways to tailor the size
to break down long hydro- of their pores and create thinner, cheaper membranes.
carbon chains in oil into the
shorter, volatile hydrocarbons in gasoline. molecules. And they’re difficult to form
And the minerals’ small, regularly arranged into ultrathin membranes, which researchpores make them ideal ﬁlters for purifying ers would like to do to enable cheaper sepa-

rations. But progress by numerous teams on
zeolite synthesis this year gave this “mature”
area of chemistry new life.
Researchers in South Korea crafted a
family of zeolites in which the usual network
of small pores is surrounded by walls holed
with larger voids. That combination of large
and small pores should lead to catalysts for
numerous large organic molecules.
Labs in Spain and China produced
related large- and small-pore zeolites by
using a combination of inorganic and
organic materials to guide the structures as
they formed.
Meanwhile, researchers in France and
Germany discovered that, by carefully controlling growth conditions, they could form
a large-pore zeolite without the need for
the expensive organic compounds typically
used to guide their architecture as they grow.
The advance opens the way for cheaper catalysts.In yet another lab, researchers in Minnesota came up with a new route for making ultrathin zeolite membranes, which are
likely to be useful as a wide variety of chemically selective ﬁlters.
This surge of molecular wizardry provides a vivid reminder that the creativity of
chemists keeps their ﬁeld ever young.
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Industrial Molecules, Tailor-Made

Removing Old Cells to Stay Young?
Washed-up cells loitering in our tissues help
make us old, scientists hypothesize. This
year, researchers provided solid evidence
that these cells promote aging and that culling them could keep us healthier longer.
Certain cells in our bodies divide again
and again, spawning replacements that help
refurbish our tissues. But these cells can
also become liabilities because they often
accumulate genetic damage that fosters cancer. So after reproducing a limited number
of times, the cells call it quits, undergoing
what’s termed cellular senescence. They
remain alive but lose the ability to divide—
and presumably to found tumors.
The hitch is that senescent cells aren’t
necessarily the self-sacriﬁcing good citizens they appear to be. They have some
bad habits, leaking growth-stimulating and
tissue-dissolving chemicals that encourage tumors to grow and spread. Senescent
cells’ misdeeds might also promote aging in
several ways, such as by damaging the surrounding tissue or by stoking the protracted
inﬂammation characteristic of old age. But

ness. Compared with their brethren, treated
mice could scurry for a longer time on a
pinning down the details has been difﬁcult. treadmill and perform more strenuous workTo find out more, researchers used outs. The injections also prevented the dwingenetic engineering and crossbreeding to dling of body fat, another problem for the
create a line of mice with two features. The elderly. Some age-related complaints, such as
animals died young, developing age-related stiff arteries, didn’t appear to respond, probcomplications such as cataracts, feeble ably because they don’t result from accumumuscles, and stiff arteries early in life. And lation of senescent cells that produce p16INK4a.
injections of a particular drug triggered the
Even if the mice didn’t start receivanimals to kill off cells
ing the drug until they
that manufacture the
showed signs of aging, it
protein p16 INK4a,
provided some beneﬁts.
which ﬂags many
That finding is heartsenescent cells
ening, implying that if
and helps curtail
scientists devise a comtheir division.
pound to purge senesMice that
cent cells from people,
received the drug
it would help more than
didn’t live longer
just the young.
than normal, but
That’s a big if, of
they did seem to live betcourse, but the work
ter. As the team reported
raises the possibility
Moldy oldie. Unlike its sickly
in November, clearthat targeting senescent
sidekick, the youthful mouse on
ing out senescent cells
cells or countering their
the right was purged of senescent
delayed the onset of cateffects could burnish
cells (background).
aracts and muscle weakour golden years.
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